The words below have been written in code. Use the hints in the decoder at the top of the page to help break the code (the letters on top are the correct answers, the letters on the bottom are the code). Write the correct word on the line provided.

1. LCNHLWKACEHYXYX
2. QCPXMWAREBHPXBO
3. ZMHG
4. HZLHHLHNGCEY
5. ZCMXHPLWKXH
6. GRXKHOCGKWQHRBERW
7. GXWPKLHRZNHPPBHFBHJX
8. UNHPWKZHWWK
9. HLFWPKHJPH
10. WLWRTWFMOPHJ
11. FHBXCFHPQCPXMWKHO
12. WTOQBXHFEZWEL
13. XFBWRFWBAPHMUCEB
14. BWHRTHZ
15. BHNRXRZDEHRW

1. Tunisian fruit seller whose self immolation was the catalyst for the protests there and in Egypt.
2. How authorities responded to the protests.
4. Egyptian activist who helped the protests gain steam through her blog.
5. The main method of communication and organization for the protesters.
6. 11 February 2011, when Mubarak’s resignation was announced.
7. Head of the Supreme Council of Armed Forces.
8. His beating death at the hands of police helped to galvanize the protests.
9. Egyptian State Security Service, which was dissolved following the revolution.
10. This gave the police the power to detain anyone indefinitely.
11. This holiday was used by activists to plan the protests.
12. One of Cairo’s tourist spots that was used as a base by the Egyptian Military.
13. The government response to calls for demonstrations on Facebook and Twitter.
14. This was used to control the crowds in Tahrir and all over Egypt.
15. Liberation Square in English. This was the center of the protests in Cairo.